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Tripartite identities: 

journeying with myself as

Teacher-Researcher-Playwright

and reflecting on the use of

dramatic writing as a creative

and analytic practice.  



Research Questions

What is the relationship between processes of learning and methods of

assessment in the experiences of A Level Drama students and teachers

within the context of Further Education?  

Acknowledging enduring dichotomies, to what extent do the participants’

experiences of learning and assessment relate to divisions of theory and

practice?  

How can the craft of drama support a creative analysis and (re)presentation

of the lived experiences of the research participants?  



‘the writing of a play is an act of inquiry’ 

(Harris and Sinclair, 2014:5)



As the wheelwright makes a wheel, 
the playwright makes a play
The researcher has a new language to write, 
and wright with



I am a teacher
I am a drama teacher
I learn and teach about drama, 
through drama, 
and alongside others
I am initially afraid of my new identity as researcher
It feels ‘other’



Figure 1. The intersection of the teacher, researcher,

playwrights’ identities. 

'Tripartite identity' (Sallis, 2018)

'a boundary is more like a membrane

than a wall' (Conquergood, 2002:145)

a/r/tography as an arts-based form of living inquiry

that can be used to explore aspects of the

artists/researcher/teacher’s lives and one which

brings ‘the viewer/reader figures into the process of

meaning making, adding layers of inter/textual

dwelling’ (Springgay, Irwin and Kind, 2005:899-900)

Identity/Positionality 

  



Frameworks for practice

Figure 2. Data/Creata as a method of

collection-analysis-(re)presentation.

‘the ethnographic drama is an interesting form of

postfoundational scholarship in that it is both (or

neither) data and analysis’

(Petersen, 2013:293)

‘Those holding the dinosaurian belief that "creative"

and "analytic" are contradictory and incompatible

modes are standing in the path of a meteor’

(Richardson, 2000:930)

research-based theatre (Beck et al., 2011) - 

‘a methodology that theatricalizes research data’

(Belliveau, 2015:8)

balancing ‘claims of truth with recognition of the

intersubjective nature of all knowledge claims’ 

(Ellingson, 2009:14)



Stage 1: iterations in the transcription and creative coding of voices and bodies. 

Stage 2: identifying themes and the creation of story, structure, and character. 

Stage 3: the synthesis of data and creata enables initial themes to be reviewed. 

Stage 4: reflections on seeing and hearing the play as an embodied artefact. 

A four-stage approach to the creative and analytic practice 

of the Teacher-Researcher-Playwright

Listening and responding to what the  ‘data wants’ 

(Koro-Ljungberg, 2016:52)

 



Stage 1: iterations in the transcription and creative coding of

voices and bodies. 

 

 



Stage 2: identifying themes and the creation of story, structure,

and character. 

 

 

‘conceptual themes that emerged from the data were to become the play’s

initial broad scene and plotline elements’ (Sallis, 2008:10).

‘Characters in the script can be constructed as composites so that the themes that

emerged during data collection— which   in interviews, for example, may have

come forth in multiple interviews— can   be used to create character “types.”’

(Leavy, 2015:185).



Stage 3: the synthesis of data and creata enables initial themes

to be reviewed. 

 

 



Stage 4: reflections on seeing and hearing the

play as an embodied artefact. 

 



And The Performance Speaks

The researchers task: 

‘[t]hey are there to hear the world and

make sure that it can speak back’

(Thrift, 2008:18 in Østern et al, 2023:277)



Shifting identities

borders not boundaries 
that are malleable and permeable

flex and shift
like sand

leaving indentations of form
reminders of the body

overlapping 
facets of self 

come in
and out 
of focus
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